
By combining the strength and versatility of structural steel with the proven benefits of a fabric 

membrane, Legacy Building Solutions is proud to offer customized structures built to your exact 

requirements. Our design-oriented process enables us to develop dedicated solutions with your specific 

operation in mind, thus ensuring we’ll meet all your storage needs.

Design  |  Engineering & Structural Analysis  |  Manufacturing  |  Installation  |  Construction Management  |  Consultation  |  Planning

COMMODITY STORAGE

InnOvATIvE BuIlDIngS. 
   LEGEnDARY SErvICE.



By selecting legacy Building Solutions, you are not only receiving a configurable fabric building 

with multiple foundation options, you’re selecting superior protection against corrosive environments. 

Our unique framework is offered with hot dip galvanized coating and is covered by a heavy duty, 

durable fabric. These low maintenance and superior designed buildings create a practical solution for 

storage of fertilizer, grain, coal, potash and other commodities.

877.259.1528 
www.LegacyBuildingSolutions.com
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ThE LEGACY ADvAnTAGE

Customized Building - Create and design a structure 
specific to your operational needs. There is no limit to 
what we can build. With Legacy, you are not confined 
to any width, length or height restraints.

versatility - Each building can be designed to hang 
conveyors and cat walks from the trusses. The bright 
and airy interior is engineered to be fully clear span. 
The structures can also be relocated or extended.

Protection - Our hot dipped galvanized trusses give 
the best protection in the industry. Our structures 
can be lined for an additional corrosion barrier and 
impressive interior. We also offer a more economical 
primed truss for less corrosive environments.

Cost Efficient - Our 20’ interior grain liner reduces 
foundation costs and yields one of the best cost- per-
bushel flat storage buildings on the market today. 

Structural Steel - With our rigid frame building 
design, we are using a proven method of engineering 
that has withstood the test of time.  Our structural 
steel will outlast and outperform widely used hollow 
tube steel. 

non-Conductive Cover - Our polyethylene fabric 
cover is non-conductive, which reduces condensation 
and sweating. The fabric roof also allows natural light 
to filter through, virtually eliminating the need for 
additional lighting.

Endurance - Backed by an exclusive 15-year warranty 
on the steel and fabric, our structures are engineered 
to handle any local wind, snow and seismic loads. 
Our fabric roof has an excellent life expectancy and 
will easily outlast a steel roof building when storing 
corrosive material.


